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Preface
The subject of this article is rooted in my own experience. For 30 years, beginning in 1983, I
was an equity partner in major law firms and a specialist in patent litigation. I was a pioneer
among women patent trial lawyers. I tried my first case as lead trial counsel (“First Chair”) in
1987. I believed that the barriers I faced early in my career would be more easily overcome as
more women entered the practice. The underrepresentation of women in leading roles in law
firms was an increasing focus of bar associations, law firms, and judges and courts. Innumerable
articles were written, speeches given, and conferences held. However, in recent years, despite this
attention, it became clear that women’s progress was not as it should be. This led to my work
at the Engelberg Center at the NYU School of Law and this article. I wanted to know if the
percentage of women among First Chairs in patent litigation was improving over the years, and if
not, why. To know the answers to my questions, I needed data.
I read relevant writings and reports about women’s progress in the law and gender equality in
the United States. I was unable to find any public data which would help answer my question for
commercial litigation, much less patent litigation, in federal district courts around the country.
This lack of data is very significant. If women’s service as First Chairs cannot be readily and
reliably tracked, then we cannot know whether current diversity efforts are succeeding and what
improvements should be made.
This led me to my own data gathering. I am deeply grateful to Lex Machina, which generously
gave me complimentary access to its entire database of the court records of intellectual property
cases, which begins in 2009. I reviewed the record of every patent trial in the years 2010 and
2019—over 200 cases—and determined the percentage of women among all of the First
Chairs in those trials. As I shall explain, the results were disappointing. I compared the results I
obtained with those compiled by authors writing about women arguing appeals in patent cases
and women representing parties in proceedings held pursuant to the America Invents Act in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office. I also conducted interviews of women lawyers,
including six of the women First Chairs in 2019 patent trials.
I report on what I learned and the barriers I identified to gender equality in this practice and
suggest a positive path forward of greater attention to the importance of diversity and inclusion.
I would like to thank the Engelberg Center and Michael Weinberg, its executive director, for
their support and encouragement of my work reflected in this article. Thanks also to Professor
Rochelle Dreyfuss, Professor Paul R. Gugliuzza and Dr. Julie Blackman for providing helpful
comments. Finally, I express my appreciation to Lex Machina and its executive Joshua Harvey for
providing me with complimentary access to the company's database of patent cases which was
instrumental to my research.
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I. Introduction

For trial lawyers, the ultimate career goal is to become a First Chair trial lawyer. First Chairs take
the lead in formulating case and trial strategy, handling court room presentations and witness
examinations, and communicating with judges and juries. In selecting litigation counsel for a
case of significance, a client’s primary focus is on the attorney who will be First Chair at any
trial, and, in particular, that attorney’s trial record. Whether or not a client actually wants to try
the case, or hopes to resolve it pre-trial, that client knows that selecting a good First Chair will
be important in achieving a good result no matter the stage at which a case is resolved.
Further, a trial lawyer’s strength as a First Chair directly impacts her ability to bring in new
cases (known as making “rain”). Generating significant revenue is key to a partner’s status
and compensation. This relates directly to another gender parity problem—the status of
women partners in law firms and their compensation. Before there can be gender parity
in compensation, there needs to be gender parity in opportunity. It is the pervasive lack of
opportunity that is the focus of this paper,
I began traversing the path leading to First Chair status almost 50 years ago, when I graduated
from the NYU School of Law in 1973. In 1983, I became a partner in the firm of Fish & Neave.
I was the first woman in the United States to become a partner in a major patent law firm.1
From 1977 until my retirement from Biglaw at the end of 2013, my primary focus was patent
litigation. Not just discovery and pre-trial motions, , but trial work. Many litigators rarely if
ever actually try a case. I was a trial lawyer, and like all trial lawyers, from the time I was a junior
lawyer, I aspired to lead trial counsel (“First Chair”) status on trial teams.

1

Personal Notes, N.Y. Law Journal, January 28, 1983 at 1; Bruce Rubenstein, Women Break Down
Barriers in Intellectual Property Field, Corporate Legal Times, Volume 9, Number 84, September
1999.
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During the 1980s and 1990s I faced barriers affecting all women lawyers and struggled to
attain the role of First Chair. I ultimately succeeded. During my law firm career, I was the First
Chair in more than 45 cases, and tried 12 cases to a verdict or judgment, some as First Chair. I
had a major role in the landmark trials in Polaroid v. Kodak (infringement of Polaroid instant
photography patents) and NBA v. Motorola (intellectual property rights in the scores and
statistics of NBA basketball games).2
While the status of women lawyers in patent litigation has improved since the 1990s, despite
the passage of decades, barriers still exist, and I continued to experience them during my career.
There is widespread acknowledgment of women’s underrepresentation in leading roles in the
legal profession generally. Many articles have been written and many conferences have been held
about possible solutions to this problem. Bar associations conduct studies and have committees
focusing on the progress of women. Many law firms have diversity officers and programs and
promote their diversity efforts. Judges and courts have become sensitive to this problem and
encourage counsel to give more courtroom work to younger and more diverse lawyers. Clients
have demanded greater diversity from their outside counsel trial teams.
But from everything I heard or read, despite the public attention to gender disparity in law
firms and in the courtroom, the needle of woman’s service as First Chairs, in litigation generally
and in patent litigation specifically, was not moving. I wanted to help move that needle. All of
this led me to the Engelberg Center at the NYU School of Law and my work on this paper.3

2

Alison Frankel, Great Expectations, The American Lawyer, March 1991 at 93; Lauren Ouziel,
Scoring One Against the NBA, The American Lawyer, April 1997 at 36. For further information
about my career path, please see NYU Law, Alumna of the Month, March 2010, https://www.law.
nyu.edu/alumni/almo/pastalmos/2009-10almos/patriciamartone; Patricia A. Martone, Declining
Student Interest in Patent Law Reflects Declining Job Opportunities: How the Weakening of the United States Patent System Weakened the Patent Profession (2018), Cybaris ®: Vol. 9 : Iss. 2 , Article 6.
Available at: https://open.mitchellhamline.edu/cybaris/vol9/iss2/6; and https://www.linkedin.com/
in/patriciamartone/

3

My focus in this article is on gender bias against women, with which I have personal experience. I am
a lesbian, and have been out to colleagues since the 1980s. But I have always felt that my status as a
women created such a high barrier to success that it overshadowed difficulties I encountered because
of my status as a lesbian. This is not to underestimate the barriers faced by LGBTQ lawyers. I know
that it caused me to be cautious about sharing details of my personal life with both colleagues and
clients, which made relationship-building more difficult. Black women lawyers encounter barriers
additional to those discussed here. One need look no further than the Senate Supreme Court confirmation hearing for Justice Ketanji Brown Jackson for ample proof of the bias these women face. But
as a cis-gender white woman I concentrate on the gender barrier and no other because I understand
it from a personal perspective and because my status as a woman had the greatest impact on my
career. In so doing, I do not intend to diminish the struggle of others and hope that this article may
also be helpful to them.
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My investigation revealed that, indeed, the needle was not moving. Lex Machina data
established that in 2010, women comprised 8.1% of First Chairs at trial in patent cases. In 2019,
women comprised 9.9% of First Chairs at trials of such cases. Plainly, despite all the talk, the
needle barely moved over a 10 year period.4 At the current rate, it will take women at least 56
years to achieve gender parity as First Chairs in patent trials. These numbers are consistent with
the related research of other investigators.
My study also concluded that in 2010 and 2019, women were significantly underrepresented in
the category of First Chairs handling jury trials. Because jury trials are preferred in most types of
patent litigation, this trend suggests a limit on women’s opportunities to serve as First Chairs.
Another significant finding is that in 2019 trials, women tended to litigate patents in the life
sciences area and not in the many other technologies that were the subject of patent trials
that year. Although most of the women First Chairs in that year have undergraduate degrees
in biology or chemistry, the women I interviewed discounted this credential as significant to
clients. This issue of whether women are being held to a different standard as compared to
men deserves further attention. If a lawyer’s undergraduate degree is of more significance to
clients or firms for women as compared to men, the fact that the most popular undergraduate
degree for women in STEM5 is life sciences suggests that fewer women are likely to be
selected as First Chairs for cases involving technologies such as electronics, semiconductors,
telecommunications, or computers. This would be another limit on women’s opportunities.
This paper continues with an exploration of factors underlying the data, including a)
entrenched gender inequality generally in the United States, b) the existence of implicit bias,
and c) the structure of law firms, including an overemphasis on billable hours and the failure to
put equity partners at the center of diversity efforts.
This paper concludes with a positive path forward focused on law firms and equity partners.
That path includes the active involvement of equity partners incentivized by a partner
compensation system that meaningfully rewards partners financially for providing mentoring,
training, and client opportunities for diverse lawyers, including women, at both the associate
and partner levels. Such a path does not need to result in declining profits. If properly
conducted, these actions should be profit enhancing. The final recommendation is that law
firms must employ quantitative metrics to track the progress of all lawyers, including diverse
lawyers. Without meaningful data, it is impossible to track the success of diversity efforts.

4

“Mountains will labour: what’s born? A ridiculous mouse!” (Horace, Ars Poetica, 136-139).

5

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
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II. The Methodology of
the First Phase of My
Investigation

A. Defining the Scope of My Investigation
To determine the progress of women’s status as First Chairs in patent litigation, data is
required. But we want to collect the right data which most accurately reflects the path to First
Chair. And, any analysis must be nationwide. Patent litigation tends to be nationwide practice.
Patent trial lawyers are located throughout the country and travel to federal courts throughout
the country.
In determining the data to collect, I also considered that the path to First Chair status is a long
one, that patent cases are expensive to litigate and have serious business consequences for both
sides. Damages can be very significant. Unlike typical commercial litigation, injunctions are
available to end infringing activity.6 For these reasons, patent litigation has been referred to as
“the sport of kings.”7
As a consequence, clients want very experienced First Chairs. In my experience, it takes 15 to
20 years of experience after law school graduation for a trial lawyer to be ready to take on the
role of a First Chair in significant patent litigation. This means focus on attorneys at the partner

6

35 U.S.C. §283 (1952).

7

Douglas J. Kline, Patent Litigation: The Sport of Kings, MIT Technology Rev. (April 28, 2004),
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/402686/patent-litigation-the-sport-of-kings/
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level. Clients also want First Chairs from firms that routinely handle major litigation in the
federal courts, which have exclusive jurisdiction over patent cases. This means focusing on law
firms that routinely handle significant litigation, including patent litigation.
I decided that ideally, I wanted to track the nationwide percentage of women among the
following populations.
A. Law students
B. Lawyers in private law firms likely to handle patent litigation
C. Partners in law firms likely to handle patent litigation
D. Partners in those law firms whose practice includes patent litigation
E. First Chairs in patent litigation
I found considerable data for categories A through C. This data supports the widely known
fact that women are underrepresented in law firm partnerships. Much has been written on this
issue, and an analysis of the reasons for this gender disparity is beyond the scope of this paper.
But data for these categories does provide context for the data I was particularly interested in
—categories D and E. Women never get to categories D or E unless they pass through the gates
of categories A through C. This paper focuses on the experiences of that select group of women
who get to category D. If the percentage of women in categories D and E were comparable,
then a particular focus of inquiry should be on getting more women to become partners
and handle patent litigation. If, by contrast, the percentage of women in category E was
meaningfully smaller than the percentage of women in category D, then the focus of inquiry
should shift to the career development of the partners.
Despite the widespread recognition of the lack of women serving as First Chairs in patent
litigation, and the noteworthy efforts of so many organizations, I found no statistically reliable
data for categories D and E. I did find limited reliable data on the percentage of women who
served as lead trial counsel in commercial litigation and, in one case, IP litigation (which
includes trademarks and copyrights as well as patents).8 I also had some anecdotal media reports
in my own files.

8

I found data on IP attorneys to be of limited use because the proportion of women practicing in IP
fields other than patents is, in my experience, greater than the proportion of women practicing in
patent law. My experience is consistent with the literature. In the 1990s, women patent lawyers observed that their numbers were small “because of a dearth of women in engineering and hard sciences… ‘[t]here is a tendency to channel women into trademark law at [intellectual property boutiques]
because it is considered easier and less technical…’” Susan Orenstein, For Women, Patent Pending,
The Recorder (September 28, 1992). While this and other articles focus on patent law careers generally, and not patent litigation specifically, the attitudes reflected by these observations are instructive.
A 2008 article states that “Other areas of intellectual property law, such as trade secrets, trademark
and copyright law, also tend to be more equally split between men and women, attorneys noted.” See
Sara Stefani, Female Lawyers Say IP Still Male Dominated World, Law 360 (September 4, 2008),
https://www.law360.com/articles/68344/female-lawyers-say-ip-still-male-dominated-world
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Ultimately, as I will explain in more detail below, because of the generosity of Lex Machina,
which offered me the complementary use of their fulsome database on patent trials from 2009 to
2020, supplemented by my own experience as a trial lawyer, and other information that can be
obtained from public sources including PACER, I was able to reliably prepare my own set of data
in category E by determining the percentage of women who served as First Chairs in actual patent
trials in 2010 and 2019. I was not able to develop a comparable set of data for category D.

B. Pre-Existing Data Collected by Others
Despite the limitations of the pre-existing data collected by others, it does provide valuable
context for the Lex Machina analysis in terms of measuring the overall progress of women
lawyers, particularly those wishing to pursue a career as a trial lawyer. For this reason, before
proceeding to the Lex Machina analysis, I will provide an analysis of the most meaningful data
sources, keyed to the categories described above.

1. CATEGORY A—DATA ON THE PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN AMONG LAW
STUDENTS
Comprehensive data about the percentage of women attending law school can be found in
the report entitled The American Bar Association’s Report, First Year and Total Enrollment
by Gender 1947-2011 (“ABA Law School 1947-2011”).9 This data is based upon reporting by
ABA accredited law schools. Given that the focus of my investigation is the period from 2010 to
2019, and that in my experience it can take 15-20 years to become qualified to be a First Chair,
then it is particularly relevant to look at law school data for total enrollment during the years
1990-2004. I also reviewed additional ABA law school gender data for the years 2016-2018. The
data shows that percentage of women law students enrolled in JD programs was never less than
42.5% (1990-1991) and had reached 47.5% by 1998-1999 and 48.7% by 2003-2004.10 By 2017,
the percentage of women enrolled in JD programs had increased to 52.39%.11
This data demonstrates that barriers to women achieving First Chair status are not caused by a
lack of women choosing law as a career.

9

https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_education_and_admissions_to_
the_bar/statistics/jd_enrollment_1yr_total_gender.authcheckdam.pdf

10 Id.
11 https://abaforlawstudents.com/2019/02/28/where-do-women-go-to-law-school-2018-numbers/
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2. CATEGORIES B AND C—DATA ON THE PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN
AMONG LAWYERS AND PARTNERS IN PRIVATE LAW FIRMS
Data comparing the percentage of women among lawyers in private law firms to the percentage
of women among partners in these law firms has been collected for decades. The result is always
the same. The percentage of women among partners increases at a glacial pace and is always
appreciably lower than the percentage of women among all lawyers at the pre-partner level in
firms. Moreover, over some periods, the percentage of women among the ranks of associates
declines. This is not surprising, given the gender disparity in career opportunities for women.
The American Bar Association Commission on Women in the Profession, Report to the
House of Delegates (June 1988) (“ABA Women 1988”)12
The first American Bar Association report on the status of women was based upon “open
hearings … written testimony, reports surveys and articles”13 The report focused on the
significant barriers to the overall success of women in the profession and did not address the
status of women lawyers in specific practice areas.
According to this study, women comprised 25% of all associates but only 6% of all partners in
private practice. In the top 250 largest law firms, these percentages increased to 33% and 8%
respectively. These numbers reflect the very slow progress women were making in becoming
partners in the 1980s.14
The Glass Ceilings Report of 1995
In 1992, the New York City Bar Association engaged a study about how women were
progressing at New York City’s largest law firms. The resulting Glass Ceilings Report,15 based
upon data and interviews provided by eight “Wall Street Firms,” concluded that while women
made up at least 40% of law school graduating classes, they were absent from the partnership
ranks. In the year 1994, for example, 40% of the associates, but only 12% of the partners in these
firms were women.16 The cause was identified as follows:
“… [s]tereotyping, traditional attitudes and behaviors towards women, often focused
on women’s roles as mothers…”17

12 https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/women/1988_house_report.pdf
13 Id. at 2.
14 This is not surprising for an early stage of diverse lawyers becoming partners. When I became the
first woman partner at Fish & Neave in 1983, that event brought the percentage of women in the
partnership to 4.5%.
15 Cynthia Fuchs Epstein, Glass Ceilings and Open Doors: Women’s Advancement in the Legal Profession, 64 Fordham L. Rev. 291 (1995).
16 Id. at 317.
17 Id. at 305-306.
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March 2004

15.6

While it is 25 years old, this study provides an exhaustive analysis of the
barriers women faced then and, in my view, continue to face now in
achieving success in law firms. (See infra p 36.)

Jan 2006

16.6

The Best Practices Report of 2006

Jan 2007

16.6

March 2009

17.8

March 2010

17.5

December 2011

18.3

A New York City Bar Association 2006 Best Practices Report concluded
that 10 years after the Glass Ceiling Report, “women remain severely
underrepresented in the profession’s upper echelon.”18 This report
stated that among 82 of the signatory firms to the New York City Bar’s
Statement of Diversity Principles, the percentage of women attorneys
in the pre-partner pool was 33.1% but the percentage of women
partners was only 15.6%.19

December 2013

18.8

Benchmarking Reports-Law Firm Diversity

December 2014

19.4

December 2015

19.7

December 2016

18.6

Year

Percentage

Table 1. Slow growth in percentage of women
in the partnerships of signatory firms.
Source: New York City Bar Association 2016
Benchmarking Report.

From 2004 to 2016, the New York City Bar Association published
periodic benchmarking reports on the progress of women and minority
attorneys. The 2016 report published the data in Table 1 on the
percentage of women in the partnerships of signatory firms.20
By contrast, the report found that the percentage of women first year
associates was 50% in 2004 and 47.2% in 2016.21
Focusing on 2010 and 2019—the years of my Lex Machina
investigation—the report shows that for the year 2010 women
comprised 17.5% of partners in the association’s signatory firms.

18 New York City Bar, Committee in Women in the Profession, Best Practices for the Hiring, Training, Retention, and Advancement of Women
Attorneys, February 7, 2006 at 1 (“Best Practices Report”). The data for
this report was collected in 2004. https://www.nycbar.org/images/stories/
pdfs/BestPractices4WomenAttorneys.pdf
19 Id. at 2.
20

New York City Bar, Diversity Benchmarking Report 2016, at 5, http://
documents.nycbar.org/files/BenchmarkingReport2016.pdf.

21 Also in 2006, a New York Times article reported that the National Law
Association for Law Placement data showed that in 2006, 17% of the
partners in major firms nationwide were women, compared to 1995
when about 13% of the partners in major firms were women. Timothy L.
O’Brien, Why Do So Few Women Reach the Top of Big Law Firms, N.Y.
Times, March 19, 2006, https://www.nytimes.com/2006/03/19/business/yourmoney/why-do-so-few-women-reach-the-top-of-big-law-firms.
html. The ABA Women 2015 Report, supra, states that as of 2014, the
percentage of women equity partners at major firms was stuck at the 17%
number.
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While there is no data for the years beyond 2016, given the trajectory of the data presented,
it is reasonable to assume that the percentage of partners who were women in 2019 was
approximately 20%.
From the perspective of this paper, this report has shortcomings. The data set is collected from
large New York City firms, making it geographically limited. Further, during the period of
time reported, not all of these firms had a patent litigation practice. Nonetheless, it is striking
that even though these firms had a commitment to diversity, the percentage of women in
their partnerships barely increased over a 12 year period. Such data demonstrates that a firm’s
commitment to diversity is not, standing alone, sufficient to achieve meaningful diversity.
Law360’s 2020 Glass Ceiling Report
More representative nationwide data can be found in Law360’s 2020 Glass Ceiling Report.
“Law360 reviewed [2019] data from more than 300 firms to develop the rankings. In order to
be included in the review, law firms had to at least provide demographic data on their overall
attorney headcount. Firms had to have at least 20 attorneys in order to be reviewed.”22 Almost
all of the firms on the top 40 list have patent litigation practices.
The 2020 report found that in 2019 women made up 37% of all attorneys at the law firms
surveyed. But by contrast, women “…represented about 25% of partners [and] 22% of equity
partners…” The report observed that it “…shows that law firms continue to make only minimal
progress in their efforts to dispel the barriers women face, especially as they move up the
ranks.”23

3. CATEGORIES D AND E—DATA ON THE PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN
AMONG PARTNERS PRACTICING PATENT LITIGATION AND THE
PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN FIRST CHAIRS IN PATENT LITIGATION
The absence of reliable nationwide data for these categories underscores the problem
highlighted by this paper. Diversity efforts to achieve more women First Chairs in patent
litigation exist, but there are no public metrics to measure their success. As will be shown below,
more recent studies of women in technology law practices and women in the courtroom in
commercial litigation, albeit collected from disparate sources using disparate methodologies,
suggest that woman are achieving First Chair status in commercial and IP litigation
commensurate with the percentage of women in law firm partnerships. Obviously, both
percentages are lower than they should be. But the small amount of anecdotal data I found, and
my own experience, suggest that women have made even less progress in patent litigation.

22 https://www.law360.com/articles/1316430 This article has a complete description of the methodology used.
23 Id. at 1.
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THE EARLY YEARS
We have already seen that in the 1980s women were just beginning to achieve law firm
partnerships. The going was particularly rough in patent law. A 1992 article focused on the Bay
Area in California reported that the leading intellectual property boutiques in the area had no
women partners who practiced in the patent field.24 The article stated that the ABA Women
1988 report, supra, “shows that the association’s intellectual property law section in one of only
six sections with no women officers in its last term and the only one to have had no women on
its governing council in the previous year.”25
In 1999, I was one of the women attorneys practicing in the patent field interviewed by
Corporate Legal Times for its article on women breaking down barriers in patent law.26 In my
interview, I summarized my view of the status of women in the law at that time:
Martone notes the two women who sit on the U.S. Supreme Court now were unable to practice law
at private firms after they graduated from law school. “That didn’t change until the 1970s. The
issue for women in the law in the 1980s was, ‘Can we become partners?’ In the 1990s it’s ‘Can we
be rain makers?’
The article also quotes me as stating that in my [New York-based] intellectual property firm of
Fish & Neave, eight out of 44 partners [18%] were women. I recall that at the time, this was a
substantial number of women partners, particularly for a firm specializing in patents. Indeed, it
is a higher percentage than that prevailing in New York City firms five years later as reported in
the Benchmarking Reports, supra at 12-13 .
At Fish & Neave in 1999, women comprised 15% of the partners (33 men and six women)
specializing in patent litigation.27 I was one of two women partners with First Chair litigation
experience, and in addition had First Chair trial experience. About 12 men had First Chair
litigation/trial experience. Therefore, for Fish & Neave in 1999, the percentage of women First
Chairs in patent litigation was about 14%.
The first article I recall concerning women’s efforts to break into leading roles in patent
litigation was published by The Recorder in 2003. The article concluded that while women were
making progress in becoming partners in patent litigation practices, they were having a “hard
time breaking into leading roles in patent litigation.”28

24 Susan Ohrenstein, For Women, Patent Pending, The Recorder, September 28, 1992 at 1.
25 Id.
26 Bruce Rubenstein, Women Break Down Barriers in Intellectual Property Field, Corporate Legal
Times, Volume 9, Number 84, September 1999.
27 Two partners specialized in trademarks and five partners specialized in patent prosecution.
28 Brenda Sandberg, Few and Far Between, The Recorder, September 11, 2003 at 1.
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“A review of 13 firms with top patent litigation practices shows that of 512 partners, 80 are
women [16 percent]. And even fewer women–42–have been in a lead role on a case that went to
trial [8 percent].”29
The rest of the article suggests that lead role means a first or second chair role.30 For example,
my firm, Fish & Neave is described as having 37 patent litigation partners, of which seven were
women [19 percent].31 Of those five were listed as having served as first or second chairs at trial.
But in 2003, to the best of my recollection, I was the only woman who had First Chair trial
experience.32 One other woman partner had First Chair patent litigation experience and went
on to be a First Chair at trial. At that time, about nine of the male partners had First Chair
patent litigation experience.
In sum, at Fish & Neave in 2003, the percentage of women First Chairs in litigation among all
First Chairs in patent litigation was about 18% (two partners out of 11 partners).
Looking at the number of women First Chairs at Fish & Neave or anywhere else in 1999 or
2003 is interesting but flawed. For example, several women partners at Fish & Neave in those
years were too junior to have the experience needed to qualify to be a First Chair. We need to
move forward to a later time, when more women partners had the requisite experience needed
for this role.
2005 TO DATE
Formation of the ChIPs Network—Tracking the Progress of Women in IP Law
In recognition that more attention needed to be paid to women’s progress in technology law, in
2005 a group of women in Silicon Valley founded an organization called ChIPs. ChIPs stands
for “chiefs in intellectual property.” ChIPs describes itself as a “nonprofit organization that
advances and connects women in technology, law, and policy. We seek to accelerate innovation
through diversity of thought, participation and engagement.”33
Among the organization’s activities is tracking the progress of women, racial and ethnic
minorities, and LGBTQ+ lawyers in practices including intellectual property. The organization
collaborates with Diversity Lab to produce the Inclusion Blueprint Report.34
29 Id. at 8 suggesting the term leading role is not limited to First Chairs.
30 A chart in the article reflects the number of women in individual firms “serving as first or second
chairs” in litigation. Id. at 1.
31 This was a distinct improvement over my situation in 1983, where I was one of 22 partners, most of
whom specialized exclusively in patent litigation.
32 My first experience as lead trial counsel took place in 1987, in a case that settled after opening statements. In 2003, a number of women partners had too little experience to serve as lead trial counsel.
33 https://chipsnetwork.org/about-chips/who-we-are/
34 Reports were prepared and published online for years 2018 and 2019. No report was prepared for
2020. Summary findings for the 2021 were published in December 2021. See Key Findings and Reports, https://www.diversitylab.com/research/inclusion-blueprint/ The full Inclusion Blueprint Report for 2021 can be found at https://www.diversitylab.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/2021InclusionBlueprintReport_Final.pdf
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Diversity Lab describes the purpose of the Inclusion Report as follows:
The Inclusion Blueprint, a collaborative project between Diversity Lab and ChIPs,
provides a first-of-its-kind tool to measure the representation of diverse lawyers and
the career-enhancing inclusion activities that law firms can and should employ to
ensure that historically underrepresented lawyers have fair and equal access to quality
work, influential people, and other opportunities.
The Inclusion Blueprint Report was initially created by Diversity Lab and launched
in partnership with ChIPs in 2018 to measure and track the gender diversity and
inclusion in firm leadership and Intellectual Property practice groups in law firms.
…The Inclusion Blueprint has since been expanded to track additional inclusion
activities and to include underrepresented racial and ethnic lawyers, LGBTQ+
lawyers, and lawyers with disabilities in all practice groups…
***
By participating in the Inclusion Blueprint, your firm and practice groups will have
a roadmap of meaningful actions to take to continue investing in diverse talent and
ensuring fair and equal access to career-building opportunities for all lawyers. As
part of this process, Diversity Lab will score each firm, allowing firms to compare
themselves against their peers and the industry.35
The Inclusion Blueprint Report is an ambitious and noteworthy approach to improving
diversity in law firms. Participating firms must drill down in detail on their diversity efforts.
With a few exceptions, however, it does not report on the result of the firms’ tracking efforts.
It merely encourages firms to track. It is noteworthy that the authors of the report recognize
that without data we cannot measure the true progress of women and minorities. But the data
collected from tracking is not reported, and therefore remains soley in the possession of the
individual firm performing the tracking.
The Inclusion Blueprint Reports provide limited data on the percentage of partners in
participating firms who are women, using, in the 2019 Report, 30% as a desired threshold for
partners. The 30% figure is derived from the “Mansfield Rule,” which was created by Diversity
Lab.36

35 https://www.diversitylab.com/research/inclusion-blueprint/
36 https://www.diversitylab.com/pilot-projects/mansfield-rule-2-0/
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This rule requires that the 30% number be achieved for both equity and nonequity partners.37
This threshold exceeds the actual percentages of women partners reported elsewhere. (See supra
pp 11-13.)38
The reports do not provide data on the percentage of partners practicing patent litigation who
are women, or the percentage of First Chairs in patent litigation who are women. But they do
provide insight into the data problems addressed by this article.
The 2019 Report is particularly useful because it covers the same year as my 2019 Lex Machina
investigation.39 In accord with the conclusions of this article, the 2019 Report states:
[l]aw firms do not consistently track career-enhancing opportunities to ensure
equal access across all historically underrepresented groups at the firmwide and
practice group levels. (emphasis in original)
***
The least-tracked inclusion activities and practices at the practice group level for all
historically underrepresented lawyers include:
• Litigation and/or other First Chair responsibilities
• Origination credit”40

37 Distinguishing between equity and nonequity partners is important. A key finding of the 2019
Inclusion Blueprint Report was “Law Firms are more successful at achieving the Inclusion Blueprint diversity target thresholds for historically underrepresented lawyers at the non-equity
partnership level than at the equity partnership level.” (Emphasis in original). Id at p.5. The
2019 Report stated that only 7% of participating firms had at least 30% women equity partners. That
number increased to 43% for women non-equity partners. Id.
38 The data provided earlier does not always distinguish between the two classes of partners. Recently,
Vivia Chen of Bloomberg News, a respected commentator on the progress of women in Biglaw firms,
observed that for equity partners, “women are just barely breaking the 20% mark now.” Vivia Chen,
What’s ahead for Big Law in 2022? Here are my 7 predictions, Jan. 5, 2022, https://news.bloomberglaw.com/business-and-practice/whats-ahead-for-big-law-in-2022-here-are-my-7-predictions/
39 The 2019 Report is based upon surveys completed by 70 law firms “which mostly include midsize to
large Am Law 200 firms. Diversity Lab, ChIPs, 2019 Blueprint Inclusion Report, at 4.
40 Many law firms still base compensation in part on “origination credits.” These credits reflect who
originally brought in the client, as contrasted with who brought in or worked on the specific case.
In these firms, a partner who brought in the client 10 years ago can get the lion’s share of the billings
credit for matters and cases they never work on. This is an obvious problem for women and other
newcomer diverse partners. Disparity in who is credited with new business relates directly to gender
disparity in partner compensation. For a good article on how origination credit can undermine
diversity efforts, see Michelle Banks, Confronting Origination Credit: Why GC’s Need to Speak Up,
Law360 (October 25, 2021), https://www.law360.com/articles/1423562/print?section=ip
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The 2019 Report provides no data on tracking by practice groups identified as patent litigation.
The two practices groups most closely related to the subject of this paper are Antitrust, IP,
Privacy and Cyber and Litigation. But patent litigation is only a part of their story.41 And once
again, the reported data shows only the percentage of firms engaged in tracking in those practice
groups, and not the results of the tracking, For the first practice group, the report shows that
62% of the participating firms track “Women, Litigation/PTAB42 First Chair Responsibilities.”
But for the litigation practice group, the tracking of this category falls to 43%. With tracking
statistics like these, it is clear that law firms are ill equipped to track the success of their diversity
efforts.
The Inclusion Blueprint Report also provides forwarding looking solutions to improving
diversity based upon the data they collected. We will return to those later in this article. But for
purposes of my study, the publicly available data was insufficient.
Recent Studies on the Progress of Women in Commercial Litigation
It was not until 2015 that the American Bar Association published a report of a comprehensive
study of women as First Chairs in commercial litigation: American Bar Foundation Commission
on Women in the Profession, First Chairs at Trial, More Women Need Seats at the Table
(2015).43 (“ABA Women 2015”).
The study was described as “a first-of-its-kind empirical study of the participation of women
and men as lead counsel and trial attorneys in civil and criminal litigation.”44 To the best of my
knowledge, it is the first statistical study which reported on the percentage of women appearing
as lead trial counsel in intellectual property litigation. This analysis was based upon a random
sample of all of the cases filed in 2013 in the Northern District of Illinois using the PACER
system.45 In determining these statistics, the study utilized the description of an attorney’s role
based upon their self-designation in an appearance form.

41 Law firms organize practices in different ways. In my experience, IP is a practice group separate from
antitrust and privacy groups. An IP group typically includes transactions and prosecution in the patent area, together with trademarks and copyrights. But the patent litigators are also in the litigation
department, while the patent transactions and prosecution may be part of the corporate department.
Moreover, commercial litigators who do not identify as patent trial lawyers may take the lead in
district court patent trials.
42 PTAB refers to the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, an administrative body in the United States
Patent and Trademark Office charged with conducting invalidity proceedings created by the America
Invents Act in 2011. See, e.g., 35 U.S.C. §§ 6, 311-319 (2011).
43 American Bar Foundation Commission on Women in the Profession, First Chairs at Trial, More
Women Need Seats at the Table (2015), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/women/first_chairs_final.pdf
44 ABA Women 2015 at 4.
45 PACER is an official website of the United States government which provides access to court records
on the federal level. The user must have an account and there is a charge to use PACER. Searches
can be expensive. I used it many times during my law practice and the most direct search utilizes the
docket number of a particular case. See pacer.uscourts.gov
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The study separately tracks the gender of lawyers who appeared as trial attorneys, meaning
that they had some role in the case, and those who appeared as lead counsel. It is not clear
whether in some cases there was more than one lead counsel.46 The study concluded that only
23% of lead counsel in intellectual property cases were women.47 It is likely that the percentage
of women serving as lead counsel in patent litigation is considerably lower. Intellectual
property includes trademarks and copyrights as well as patents, and historically, the percentage
of women practicing in patents has been less than the percentage of women practicing in
trademarks and copyrights.48 Significantly, the report also acknowledged that “…it could
be argued that the gender difference [reflected in the report] roughly mirrors the difference
between the proportion of men and women generally in the legal profession.”49 This mirrors
the issue highlighted earlier in this paper. Is the lack of progress of women serving in the role
of First Chairs caused by barriers leading to partnership, barriers affecting women partners, or
both? supra at 8-10. This article suggests that it may be barriers leading to entry into the legal
profession generally, but that question remains unanswered.
A second report on the progress of women attorneys in the courtroom can be found in a 2017
New York State Bar Association Report: If Not Now When? Achieving Equality for Women
Attorneys in the Courtroom and in ADR.50 (“NYSBA Women 2017”).
This report, prepared by the Commercial and Federal Litigation Section’s Task Force on
Women’s Initiatives, was based upon questionnaires sent in late 2016 to federal and state judges
throughout New York. The report states that the “task force believes its survey to be the first
study based upon actual courtroom observations by the bench. The study surveyed proceedings
in New York State at each level of court-trial, intermediate and court of last resort- in both state
and federal courts. Approximately 2,800 questionnaires were completed and returned.”51
The most relevant statistics presented are for the percentage of women lead trial counsel in the
federal district courts in New York, albeit for both criminal and civil cases. These are 24.7%
for the Southern District and 20.8% for the Western District.52 While the methodologies and

46 Court records sometimes list more than one attorney as lead counsel or lead attorney.
47 ABA Women 2015 at 10.
48 See, e.g. Sara Stefanini, Female Lawyers Say IP Still Male-Dominated World, Law360, September 4,
2008, https://www.law360.com/articles/68344/female-lawyers-say-ip-still-male-dominated-world;
Brenda Sandberg, Few and Far Between, The Recorder, September 11, 2003 at 1.
49 ABA Women 2015 at 10.
50 New York State Bar Association, IF NOT NOW, WHEN? Achieving Equality for Women Attorneys in the Courtroom and in ADR, November, 2017, https://nysba.org/app/uploads/2020/02/
Com-Fed-Women-Initiatives-Report-Amended.pdf
51 Id. at 14.
52 Some information is also available from the NYS appellate courts. In 2011, I attended a program
at the New York City Bar Association entitled “Where Are the Women Litigators.” The panelists
included Justices of the Appellate Division, First Department of the State of New York. This court,
located in Manhattan, regularly hears significant commercial disputes. The justices presented a fact
sheet showing that out of 98 commercial cases argued between September 2010 to January 2011,
only 12 cases had a woman in the lead role or arguing the case.
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locations of the courts differ, it is interesting that these numbers do not differ significantly from
the 2013 data contained in the 2017 ABA Report reflecting women serving as lead trial counsel
in 24% of civil cases.

4. CONCLUSIONS TO BE DRAWN FROM PRE-EXISTING DATA.
The foregoing discussion demonstrated that the collection of data about the progress of
women in law by an independent investigator is inherently problematic. The methodologies
used vary widely. Some surveys, like the ones conducted by the ABA, rely on select publicly
available data about a specific jurisdiction. Others, like the NYS Bar Association Survey, rely
on information provided by judges in specific jurisdictions. Organizations like the NYC Bar
Association and ChIPs have been able to derive some information from firms. But the NYC
Bar’s focus is on New York City, and their work does not focus on patent or even IP litigation.
ChIPs' investigations have the benefit of being nationwide and do focus on firms active in
the technology space. But its investigations are not limited to IP litigation, much less patent
litigation. And, of course, currently ChIPs' is not asking firms to report the results of their
tracking efforts. Finally, while data about commercial litigation is helpful, there can be no oneto-one comparison with patent litigation. Because of the complexity of and stakes in patent
cases (See supra at 8), the percentage of women among patent litigators is likely to be lower than
the percentage of women among commercial litigators.
Despite these shortcomings, it remains worthwhile to chart this data as a prelude to discussing
the Lex Machina analysis (See Table 2).
This data suggests the need for continuing investigation on the progress of women in
commercial litigation and whether, indeed, women have achieved First Chair status
commensurate with their participation in law firm partnerships. If this is the case, then our
focus on improving the status of women in private practice in commercial litigation should be
on investigating why in 2019, more than 50% of law students but only 25% of law firm partners
are women.53 But the focus of this paper is on patent litigation, and existing studies proved
insufficient for purposes of this investigation. This led me to explore the possibility of creating a
new data set focused exclusively on patent litigation.

53 That investigation would begin with investigating why women are less likely than men to enter
private practice and once they are in a law firm, why they are less likely than men to become partners.
These continue to be worthwhile investigations, and much has been written on the subject.
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Total Women
Enrolled in JD
Programs54

1988-1989

42.2%

1995-1996

44%

2010

47.2%
(2009-2010)

2013

46.7%
(2011-2012)

Percent Women
Lawyers55

Percent Women
Partners56

25% (“private
practice”); 33%
(“250 largest
firms”)

6% (“private
practice”); 8%
(“250 largest
firms”)

47.2% (1st year
associates, NYC
firms 2014)

17% equity
partners

2017

2019

Percent Women
Lead Trial Lawyers

24% (Northern
District of Illinois
civil litigation)

Percent Women
Lead IP Trial
Lawyers

23% (Northern
District of Illinois)

24.7% Southern
District of New York;
20.8% Western
District of New York,
civil and criminal
litigation (p. 16-17)
50%+

37.2%

22% equity
partners; 25% all
partners

Table 2. Progress of Women in the Legal Profession.
Source: Footnotes 54-56, and studies discussed supra at 10-13.

54 Data for 1988-2013 from ABA Law Schools report. Data for 2019 from Law360’s 2020 Glass Ceiling Report.
55 Data for 1988 from ABA 1988 Report. Data for 2013 from NYC Bar, Diversity Benchmarking Report 2016. Data for
2019 from Law 360’s 2020 Glass Ceiling Report.
56 Data for 1988 is from the 1988 ABA report. Data for 2013 is from ABA Women 2015. Data for 2019 is from Law360
2020 Glass Ceiling Report.
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C. The Inability to Find Reliable Statistical Data Led
to Lex Machina
In the ideal world, an investigator would like to see information reported directly by individual
firms. But that has its own issues. First, which firms should be included in any analysis? While
it is fair to assume that most patent litigation is handled by AM Law 100 and 200 Firms,57 there
are a number of excellent small litigation boutiques specializing in patent trial work. Second,
each firm has its own internal organization, which makes it impossible to assume that practice
groups are organized consistently across a wide range of firms. Third, when we talk about
partners, do we mean only equity partners or should we include nonequity partners? Fourth,
what do we mean by First Chairs? Typically, it is the lawyer who has the lead role in addressing
the judge and the jury. But sometimes, there are co-lead counsel. Finally, if information is
needed directly from law firms, the firms have to be willing to provide this information. This
requires a firm’s recognition of the issue, willingness to own up to problems, and commitment
to providing solutions.
Obviously, it is impossible for an individual investigator to conduct a meaningful nationwide
survey of law firms. Therefore, an independent analysis of publicly available information is the
only realistic, albeit time consuming, alternative. In my conversations with Michael Weinberg,
the executive director of the Engelberg Center, it became clear that the best path forward was
to determine the number of patent trials in a particular year and then to determine the identity
and gender of the First Chair in each trial. By taking this approach, we avoid the problems of
seeking this information from law firms.58
This led me to Lex Machina, a company providing a legal analytics platform that allows the
user to do comprehensive research into individual cases, rulings of courts and judges, and
performance of individual attorneys. Its primary use is to provide information to predict
and craft winning strategies in particular courts and before individual judges. It also allows
investigation about historic rulings on liability and patent damages awards. Thanks to the
generosity of Lex Machina, I was provided complimentary access to their extensive data base
about intellectual property cases.59

57 This is so because of the business significance of patent litigation (supra at 8), and the complexity of
the cases, which requires a litigation team larger in size than needed for typical commercial litigation.
58 Because only a very small proportion of patent cases are tried every year, relying on cases actually
tried is not necessarily reflective of the percentage of women partners serving as First Chairs in pending litigation. But there is no publicly available compiled data on this point, and actual trials present
concrete data which can be compared from year to year. Determining the percentage of women
partners serving as First Chairs in all pending patent litigations in a particular year by reviewing case
records is impractical. Lex Machina reports that for 2010, there were 6446 pending patent cases.
59 See https://lexmachina.com
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III. Lex Machina Data
Reveals a Decade of
Little Progress for
Women First Chairs

A. Methodology
The data base at the time of my investigation in 2021 spanned the years of 2009-2020. Among
the resources Lex Machina provides are the dockets for each case, and, except for confidential
filings and some trial transcripts, a copy of every document listed in the docket. As described
more fully below, I used this database to determine the number of cases in which women
appeared as lead trial counsel in patent infringement and/or invalidity cases that were tried in
the years 2010 and 2019, and the percentage of women lead trial counsel compared to all lead
trial counsel for those same years.

1. REASON FOR FOCUS ON 2010 AND 2019
I chose 2010 because it was the last full year of district court litigation before the passage of the
America Invents Act (“AIA”) in 2011. The America Invents Act provided for new procedures
in the Patent Office, and in particular for PTAB proceedings to challenge the validity of patents
and has had a procedural and substantive impact on patent infringement trials.
I chose 2019 because it is the last full year of trials before the March 2020 onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic, which brought trial proceedings to a halt around the country.
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2. DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF PATENT CASES TRIED IN 2010 AND
2019
In order to determine the number of patent cases actually tried during each of these years, I
used the following filters available on Lex Machina:
For 2010:
• Federal District Court
• Case Types: Patents
• Case Tags: General Trial
• Pending From: 2010 01/01 To: 2010 12/31
• Trial Date From: 2010 01/01 To: 2010 12/31
For the year 2010 these filters yielded a total of 125 cases.
For 2019 I used the same tags for Federal District Court, Case Types Patents and Case Tags:
General Trial. I changed the year in the Pending From and Trial Date to 2019.
For 2019, these filters yielded a total of 77 cases.
Using the docket information, I investigated whether there was indeed a patent trial during each
of the 125 cases in 2010 and the 77 cases in 2019.60 Lex Machina has a very robust database of
tens of thousands of cases and each case is unique. That means that Lex Machina needs to make
many judgments in categorizing cases, and in a few instances, after reviewing the docket, I came
to a different conclusion. For example, for 2019, I determined that there was no actual trial of
patent issues in 10 cases categorized as patent cases by Lex Machina. In at least one such case,
the patent issues were resolved on summary judgment.
I included all trials in my final numbers and did not distinguish between bench and jury trials.
I included cases a) where trial started in 2010 or 2019 even if the trial did not finish until the
following year, b) where the trial started but was not tried to judgment, and/or c) where there
were other causes of action, such as contracts, provided that patent validity and/or infringement
issues were part of a trial. I excluded a handful of cases where the only patents at issue were
design patents. In my experience, patent cases based only on design patents are rare and clients
have different criteria for choosing counsel for such cases as compared to utility patent cases.

60 Where transcripts were not available, Lex Machina typically refers the user to PACER. It is impossible to use PACER to search nationwide for all patent cases tried in any particular time frame.
However, once the user has the docket number and court, information provided by Lex Machina, it
is possible, for an access fee, to find the docket entries, including trial transcripts for that particular
case.
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When my analysis was complete, I reduced 125 trials to 104 trials for 2010 and 77 trials to 64
trials for 2019.61

3. IDENTIFICATION OF LEAD TRIAL COUNSEL OPPORTUNITIES IN EACH
CASE
To determine the percentage of women serving as lead trial counsel in a particular year, it was
important to determine the number of lead trial counsel opportunities in each case. In the
typical case, there are two such opportunities: one for plaintiff(s) and one for defendant(s).
However, in some cases I encountered, there were multiple defendants each having their own
counsel. In such cases, I assumed that each defendant had their own lead trial counsel, leading
to more than two such opportunities in such a case. If multiple firms appeared for one party, I
counted that as one opportunity.
Using this method, I determined that there were 247 lead trial counsel opportunities in 2010
and 141 such opportunities in 2019.

4. IDENTIFICATION OF LEAD TRIAL COUNSEL AND THE GENDER OF
LEAD TRIAL COUNSEL IN EACH CASE
I then turned to identifying who was lead trial counsel and the gender of lead trial counsel in
each case. For each case, I derived the following information from the Lex Machina database.
1. The docket number and court. This data was necessary if I needed to access PACER to find
trial transcripts and other trial documents not available on Lex Machina.
2. Determining who was lead trial counsel for a particular party in a particular case was a more
complex matter. Lex Machina provides a list of all counsel who appeared in a case. However,
like court records themselves, lead trial counsel is generally not identified and there is no
particular order to the list of counsel. There is also no identification in Lex Machina or
PACER of counsel’s gender.
3. Based upon my experience, there are typically two types of counsel in a patent case: local
counsel and national counsel. While local counsel may play an important role at trial in some
jurisdictions such as the District of Delaware and the Eastern District of Texas, they are not
typically lead trial counsel, although in a few instances they may serve as co-lead trial counsel.

61 I note that the Lex Machina Patent Litigation Report dated February 2020, at 21 (available from Lex
Machina) reports 63 patent cases resolved by trial in 2019. The discrepancy can be explained in part
by the fact that I counted a case tried if the trial began in 2019, even if it was resolved by settlement
before a verdict or the trial continued until 2020. I do not believe that such minor differences in
methodology or results detracts from the overall conclusions to be drawn from my investigation.
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4. Based upon my own personal knowledge of many of the law firms and lawyers identified and
the docket information, I determined which firm(s) were national counsel in each case.62
5. The most reliable source for determining lead trial counsel was the trial transcript, and
I checked the transcript when available. Typically, the trial begins with lead trial counsel
for each party identifying themselves and their team to the court. Then each side gives an
opening statement, typically but not always presented by lead trial counsel.
6. Particularly for the year 2019, not all trial transcripts were available on Lex Machina. In
a number of cases, I relied on minute orders routinely issued by some courts for each day
of trial. These detailed minute orders identified trial counsel and in some cases the role of
particular counsel (e.g., who gave the opening statement).
7. When trial transcripts and minute orders were not available, particularly for 2019, I often
looked at the list of counsel on pleadings and papers filed immediately before or immediately
after trial and checked it against the list of counsel provided by Lex Machina. Typically, the
signature block on court papers contains the names of the firms serving as local counsel and
national counsel and lists the names of the lawyers appearing as counsel. The top name on
the list of national counsel is typically but not always lead trial counsel.
8. In some cases, at the end of the above review and in particularly in situations where
there were multiple firms representing the same client, and/or when local counsel took
a particularly major role at trial, it was still not clear who lead trial counsel was. In some
situations, it did not matter for my analysis because all of the candidates for this position
were men. Where the candidates included a woman, I consulted the woman’s firm
biography.63 Sometimes the biography identified cases where a lawyer was lead trial counsel.
I also considered the possibility that in some cases a party had co-lead counsel, whether in
the same firm or different firms, and determined that if a woman served as co-lead counsel,
I would count that as a woman serving as lead trial counsel. [Note, if there were two male
co-counsel, then I designated lead counsel as male. If there was one female and one male cocounsel, I designated lead counsel as female]. When it was impossible to determine the role
of a women who was possible lead counsel from Lex Machina documents, I used PACER
to access trial transcripts, usually from the first or second day of trial. I also made use of
the names of attorneys appearing on motions filed immediately before trial, where the first
chair trial attorney is typically listed first. Finally, in some courts the LEAD ATTORNEY is
specifically identified in court records.
Based upon the above analysis, I determined that women served as lead trial counsel 20 times in
2010 and 14 times in 2019.

62 It became apparent that in a significant number of cases, particularly in 2019, counsel changed
during the course of a case. In my experience, a losing party sometimes brings in new counsel in the
district court after losing at trial. But in a number of cases in 2019, a party switched counsel or added
additional counsel before trial. I sought to determine who was national counsel at the time of trial.
63 Firm biographies were also helpful in a few instances where an attorney’s gender was not readily
identifiable from their name.
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5. THE DATA SHOWS THAT WOMEN ARE UNDERREPRESENTED IN FIRST
CHAIR ROLES AND THAT LITTLE PROGRESS WAS MADE OVER A 10
YEAR PERIOD
My investigation concluded with the determination that the percentage of women lead trial
counsel in 2010 was 8.1%. In 2019, the percentage was 9.8%.
Year

Number of
Trials

Number of Lead
Trial Counsel
Opportunities

Number of Cases
with Women Lead
Trial Counsel

Percentage of
Women Lead Trial
Counsel

2010

104

247

20

8.1%

2019

64

141

14

9.9%

Table 3. Percentage of Women Lead Trial Counsel in Patent Cases.
Source: My analysis of Lex Machina data.

As we have seen, women’s progress in obtaining leadership positions in law firms was a repeated
subject of discussion and analysis during this 10 year period. Yet the percentage of women
First Chairs increased by only 1.8% over a 10 year period, which amounts to a .18% average
improvement in any one year.
Unfortunately, we do not have reliable statistics on the percentage of women partners
specializing in patent litigation during these years. But if we assume that it is comparable to
the 25% number reported by Law360 for all partners in 2019, these number show that women
partners are lagging far behind their male counterparts in achieving First Chair status in patent
litigation. As shown in the chart below, at the current rate of .18% per year, if the percentage
of partners who are women is at 25%, starting from 2019, it will take women about 84 years
to achieve equal participation with male partners in the role of First Chair. If we reduce the
percentage of current women partners to 20%, that only reduces the time to gender parity to 56
years (See Figure 1).
As preposterous as these numbers seem, they are consistent with the World Economic
Forum’s 2021 calculation as the amount of time needed to achieve gender equality in North
America. (See infra at 40-41.) These numbers also show that increasing the percentage of
women partners only exacerbates the problem if there is a not a path forward to increasing the
percentage of women First Chairs.
For those who may challenge these statistics as aberrational, I offer two recent studies reporting
comparable data for other fora related to patents—The Federal Circuit and the Patent Trial
and Appeal Board. In their article "Gender Inequality in Patent Litigation," Professors Paul
Gugliuzza and Dean Rachel Rebouche of the Beasley School of Law at Temple University, the
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25% Women Partners

20% Women Partners
0
Figure 1. Number of years for women to
achieve gender equality as First Chairs (20192108).
Source: My analysis of Lex Machina data.
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authors report that “…12.6 % of federal circuit patent case oral arguments were
presented by women attorneys from 2010 through 2019. When limited to
private sector attorneys, that figure drops to 8.9% ….”64 Government attorneys
are properly excluded for purposes of this paper because they do not participate
in district court patent litigation. Therefore. the most comparable number for
the instant study is 8.9%, which is midway between the percentages I report of
8.1% (2010) and 9.9% (2019).
For arguments before the PTAB, we have the 2019 report by the PTAB Bar
Association on Women at the PTAB. This study reported that women made
up only 10% of attorney appearances during the years beginning in September
2012.65 An appearance is defined as being listed in mandatory notices as
“lead or back-up counsel.”66 This statistic represents all proceedings, not
just the ones that resulted in a trial. But once again it is consistent with the
investigation in this article.

6. THE DATA SHOWS THAT WOMEN REPRESENTED BOTH
PLAINTIFFS AND DEFENDANTS BUT WERE SIGNIFICANTLY
UNDERREPRESENTED IN REPRESENTING PARTIES IN JURY
TRIALS
In 2010, women First Chairs represented 11 plaintiffs and nine defendants
in patent cases. In 2019, women First Chairs represented seven plaintiffs and
seven defendants in patent cases. From this admittedly limited data, one can
conclude that there was no meaningful difference among parties concerning
the retention of women First Chairs.

64 Paul Gugliuzza and Rachel Rebouche, Gender Inequality in Patent Litigation,
100 N.C.L.Rev. 1683, 1711 (2022), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3871975
65 PTAB Bar Association, 2019 Report and Challenge, Women at the PTAB, Post
Grant Proceedings, p.3, 2019, https://host8.viethwebhosting.com/~ptab/docs/
PTAB-Bar-Association-2019-Report-on-Women-at-the-PTAB.pdf
66 Id. at 22.
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Percent Jury Trials
Percent Women First
Chairs in Jury Trials
0%
Figure 2. Women were still significantly
underrepresented as First Chairs in jury trials
in 2019.
Source: My analysis of Lex Machina data.
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Of interest is the available data on whether the trials handled by women First
Chairs were bench or jury trials. The swashbuckling male First Chair jury trial
lawyer is what still comes to mind for many when it comes to jury trials, which
is not a good fit for women.67
This is an additional potential barrier for women in patent litigation because
for many years, patent holders have preferred jury trials to bench trials. In its
2018 Patent Litigation Study, PricewaterhouseCoopers reported that during
the years 2013-2017, 77% of cases were decided by juries.68 That same study
reported that patent damages awards and patent owner success rates were
much higher in jury trials as compared to bench trials.69
Lex Machina data shows that in 2010, women First Chairs in patent cases
represented parties in 13 jury trials and six bench trials.70 The fact that 68.4% of
2010 trials with women First Chairs were jury trials looks like progress. But in
2019, women First Chairs represented parties in nine bench trials and five jury
trials. That translates into a jury trial percentage of 35.7%. Lex Machina data
for 2019 demonstrates that this percentage is unacceptably low, because in that
year, for the 64 trials resulting from my analysis, 67.2% were jury trials.71
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that at least for 2019, First Chair gender
equality lagged for women in the jury trial arena. One possible cause is that in
2019 many women First Chairs represented parties in pharmaceutical “ANDA”
cases, which are bench, not jury trials.72 An analysis of women’s progress
in litigating patent jury trials is beyond the scope of this paper. But it is a
worthwhile subject for further study.

67 See, e.g., Lara Bazelon,What it Takes to Be a Trial Lawyer If You’re Not a Man,
The Atlantic, September 2018, https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/09/female-lawyers-sexism-courtroom/565778/
68 PwC, 2018 Patent Litigation Study, May 2018, at 3.
69 Id. at 6-7.
70 While there were 20 women First Chairs in 2010, two of them were First Chairs
for different parties in the same bench trial.
71 There were 43 jury trials and 21 bench trials.
72 See infra at 30-32.
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7. IN 2019, WOMEN FIRST CHAIRS, WHEN COMPARED TO THEIR MALE
COUNTERPARTS, WERE MORE LIKELY TO HAVE A TECHNICAL DEGREE
AND A DEGREE WHOSE SUBJECT ALIGNED WITH THE SUBJECT OF THE
PATENTS IN SUIT
Another noteworthy finding from the 2019 data was the significant number of women First
Chairs with science or technical degrees and the extent to which those degrees aligned with
the subject matter of the patents in suit. This is a subject of interest to gender equality because
of the chronic and obviously incorrect perception that women do not have the capability to
understand and litigate complex technology.73 A woman with a technical degree undercuts
that perception. But requiring a patent trial lawyer to have a technical degree and/or limiting
his or her practice to a particular technology inherently limits that lawyer’s options. Complex
questions present themselves: Have women been so limited, and if so, is that limitation
reasonable or reflective of gender bias?
Based upon my experience, by 2019 the profession had moved on to the point where technical
degrees, once considered a requirement for patent litigators,74 was no longer a requirement for
First Chairs.75 The women First Chairs I interviewed largely agreed with my view (infra at 38).
But I wanted to test this assumption with the 2019 data.

73 In the 1999 Corporate Counsel article discussed supra at 14, I noted that women associates at Fish
& Neave had degrees in electrical engineering, which was unheard of when I went to college. One
woman quoted in the article noted that “although women are increasingly involved in biotech, the
areas concerned with the mechanical arts and organic chemistry are still male dominated.” Id.
74 When I began to practice patent litigation in the 1970s, the practice was dominated by a handful
of patent boutique specialty law firms, including Fish & Neave, the firm I joined in 1977. All of
these firms, with the exception of Fish & Neave, required their lawyers to have a degree in science or
engineering. Fish & Neave’s leading trial lawyer was William Kerr, whose college major was French.
The Fish & Neave approach was that patent trial lawyers needed to enjoy working with and learning
technical subject matter but did not need a technical degree. Yet, even at Fish & Neave, most of the
patent trial lawyers, including First Chairs, had a technical degree.
75 Things began to change in the 1990s when Biglaw firms decided to compete with the boutiques
for lucrative patent litigation business. See, e.g., Patricia A. Martone, Declining Student Interest in
Patent Law Reflects Declining Job Opportunities: How the Weakening of the United States Patent
System Weakened the Patent Profession (2018), Cybaris®: Vol. 9 : Iss. 2 , Article 6, https://open.
mitchellhamline.edu/cybaris/vol9/iss2/6/ Indeed, when patent litigation began to shift to Biglaw,
experienced commercial trial lawyers touted to clients their lack of a technical degree as an advantage
over lawyers with technical degrees in the patent boutique firms that had historically dominated the
patent litigation space. The commercial litigators argued that they could communicate better with
judges and juries who were not conversant with technology. That same marketing approach is found
today. See, e.g. https://news.bloomberglaw.com/ip-law/patent-litigation-is-not-just-for-sci-

entists
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I examined the biographies of the women First Chairs to determine if they had at least a
bachelor’s degree in science or engineering.76 Nine women had a science or engineering degree.
Most were biology or chemistry majors, with one chemical engineering major. Three women
did not specify the subject of their undergraduate degree, although one of those women has a
BS degree. One woman had an undergraduate degree in political science.
In contrast, the male First Chairs had less technical education. Seven did not disclose the subject
of their prelaw degrees, although one was an MIT graduate. One was a history major. Another
majored in political science. There were only five men who explicitly disclosed a scientific
degree. These were in the fields of medicine, chemical engineering, computer information
systems, cellular biology, and electrical engineering.
It is fair to assume that the attorneys, male and female, who did not disclose their
undergraduate majors did not believe it was pertinent to their chances of being hired as a First
Chair. It is noteworthy that women First Chairs with disclosed technical degrees outnumber
their male counterparts by almost two to one. Further, the women’s technical backgrounds
tend to focus on biology and chemistry. The men’s technical backgrounds were somewhat more
diverse.
This concentration in life sciences is consistent with the trends that exists for women in the
science and engineering professions. A study by the National Science Board of women’s
participation in the sciences and engineering show that in 2015, life sciences was the field with
the highest percentage of women (48%).77 In that same year, women’s participation in the fields
of mechanical engineering and electrical and computer hardware engineers was lower (9% and
10%-13% respectively).78
It is also striking that women First Chairs were concentrated in life sciences litigation. Of the 14
2019 trials with women First Chairs, pharmaceuticals and Abbreviated New Drug Application
(ANDA) litigation comprised eight of the 14 cases. Biotechnology and medical accounted for
three other cases. Two of the cases involved telecommunications and one involved mechanical
technology.
Thus, the technical education of these women tended to track the types of patents they
litigated. While there were a number of pharmaceutical/ANDA cases tried in 2019, there were
also a number of trials involving electronics, semiconductors and computer technology. None
of this latter group of trials had women First Chairs.

76 There were 13 women First Chairs in 2019. One woman was a First Chair in two trials.
77 National Science Board, Science & Engineering Indicators 2018, ch.3, p. 108. https://www.nsf.gov/
statistics/2018/nsb20181/report/sections/science-and-engineering-labor-force/
78

Id. at ch. 3, p. 107.
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I do not mean to suggest that all is smooth sailing for women interested in life sciences
litigation. Recent studies show that women are chronically underrepresented in pharmaceutical
patent practice of all types.79 My only point is that the situation is even worse in other areas of
patent litigation.
This exclusion of women from litigation in technical subject matter is a critical barrier to
women seeking a First Chair role. The technical subject matter of patent cases is ever changing.
From a commercial perspective, clients engage in high stakes patent litigation over valuable
products. Those products change over time as technology and its commercial value changes.
Even women lawyers with a technical background need to litigate cases in a broad range of
technology to be able to have the same opportunities as men to achieve First Chair status.80
While this data is limited to one year, it raises the suspicion that there is gender bias
surrounding the qualifications required of women First Chairs and possible restrictions on the
subject matters of patent litigation that they handle. And, when we speak of possible gender
bias around a lawyer’s technical background, whose bias are we referring to—the law firm
and its lawyers or the client? In my experience, even if a technical background is not required,
some clients do express a preference as to whether their lawyers should have a technical degree.
If the clients prefer a technical degree, they may also require a degree in a particular science or
engineering subject. In a competitive environment, law firms want to field the best-possible
teams to win a pitch. Do firms or clients apply their standards differently to men as compared
to women? I have not collected sufficient data to answer that question. But the data from 2019
suggests these issues merit further attention.

79 S. Sean Tu, Paul R. Gugliuzza, and Amy Semet, Overqualified and Underrepresented: Gender
Inequality in Pharmaceutical Patent Law, Brigham Young University Law Review, Vol 48, https://
papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3956060
80 In my own practice, I did not limit myself to cases related to my master's degree in chemistry. In the
1970s and 80s I did litigate a number of cases involving polyurethane chemistry. But there has not
been significant litigation in that field in decades. Beginning in the 1990s, telecommunications, semiconductor, computer, and electronics litigation began to be a focus of my practice and that of many
lawyers at Fish & Neave. By the year 2000, pharmaceutical litigation became hot.
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IV. Getting Behind the
Data: Reasons for the
Stalemate

A. Same Old Same Old?
When I began thinking about the reasons for little improvement after so much effort, I was
of course informed by, but did not want to be limited by, my own experience. I decided to
interview some of the women First Chairs in 2019 trials. I will soon discuss those interviews.
But first, I would like to review some of the many reasons for women’s lack of progress put
forth in earlier investigations. Such a review provides a basis for comparison with the realities
of the world today. One of the most comprehensive discussions of the barriers can be found
in the 1995 Glass Ceilings Report (supra). In my view, that report accurately summed up the
problems that I and other women in law firms faced at the time.81 These problems included:
• Generational issues between male partners and female lawyers about balancing family needs
and the firm’s economic needs.
• The tendency of male lawyers to mentor younger male lawyers because they remind them of
themselves at a younger age.
• Concerns of male lawyers about the appearance of a close personal relationship between
them and younger female lawyers.
• Women perceived as less effective than men at rainmaking.
81

Glass Ceilings Report at 438-447.
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• Women seen as problematic employees with special needs (another way of criticizing the
demands of family and motherhood).
• The problems of part-time work, including undesirable assignments and getting “off the
partnership track.”
• Issues of personal style for women—being too tough or not tough enough.
• Sexual harassment.
When I left Biglaw at the end of 2013, it was my sense that there was some improvement.
The law and law firms were taking a strong stance against sexual harassment, and partners
could be fired for being harassers. Yearly harassment training was mandatory. Men were more
comfortable working with women. More women were choosing to practice patent litigation.
I explored my views and my personal experiences in my 2014 article entitled "Reflections on
One Women’s Legal Career and the Critical Importance of Mentors."82 The article made
two main points. The first is that good mentoring is the key to becoming a First Chair. By
mentoring, I meant that partners groomed you for the role by providing you with successively
more sophisticated work and responsibility and taught you how to handle both. I summarized
my own experience as follows:
“…while my career path was hindered by my gender, it was also positively affected by
the help of mentors, all of whom were men.”83
My second main point was that motherhood presented serious and often at the time
insurmountable challenges to women seeking to become trial lawyers. I am not a mother. My
views were based upon the experience of women associates working on my litigation cases who
were mothers.
Those women working part time had an inflexible end of the day at the office, unless they had
live-in childcare or spouses who took the main responsibility for childcare. Single mothers
working full time also had many childcare responsibilities. I wanted to work with these women
and wanted to carve out realistic roles for them.84 My strategy was to make sure that the women
in this situation were one of several associates working on a case, so that there would always be
a backstop. And it affected their assignments. Patent litigation is a national practice. Regardless
of where a case is pending, depositions take place around the country. Women with children
working part or full time and who do not have a backstop at home cannot spend a week on the
road taking depositions.
82 Patricia A. Martone, Reflections on One Woman’s Legal Career and the Critical Importance of Mentors, New York Intellectual Property Law Association Bulletin, Oct.-Nov. 2014, p. 12, http://www.
nyipla.org/images/nyipla/Documents/Bulletin/2014/OctNov2014Bulletin.pdf.
83 Id. at 12.
84 In the words of the 1995 Glass Ceilings Report, I did not view these women as “problematic” or
having “special needs.” They were lawyers who had a temporary need to step back from their careers
for a time, just as other lawyers, both men and women, have done. In my own career, I had to lighten
my load to deal with the final illnesses and passing of my parents, and to have major surgery.
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In every case, my strategy did not succeed in keeping these women working on my cases. They
were professionals who wanted high-quality work and did not want others to have to do work
that was initially their responsibility. One took on another less-stressful assignment, another left
the firm, and the third took a nonlegal position in the firm.
These were the experiences I had in mind when I decided that I needed to do interviews.

B. My Interviews with Women First Chairs in 2019
Trials
To get an up-to-date view on what was and was not working in terms of career development
for women who wanted to be First Chairs in patent litigation, I decided to interview some of
the women who were First Chairs in the 2019 trials I investigated. It is sometimes said that
history is written by winners. In my investigation, that was necessarily true, because there is no
reliable way to track the career path of women who did not succeed in becoming a First Chair.
In the summer of 2021, I conducted Zoom interviews with six women who were First Chairs
in patent cases in 2019. Five of them were partners in an AmLaw 100 or 200 firm. A sixth
was a partner in a well-regarded regional firm. Each interview lasted at least an hour and the
discussions were open.85
I did not interview any of the First Chair women in 2010 trials because of the intervening
period of time. Also, in 2010 I was still an active trial lawyer and have personal knowledge of my
own experience and that of former colleagues.86
I enjoyed these interviews with these exceptionally accomplished women lawyers. They were
also very resilient, bouncing back from adverse circumstances and juggling careers and family
life. After I was done, I wondered if these women were “superwomen” and more exceptional,
on average, than the men who were First Chairs in patent trials in 2019. Some of the women I
interviewed thought this to be the case. This article cannot answer this question with a datadriven analysis. But I mention it to point out the obvious—women may need to be more
qualified than their male counterparts to achieve First Chair status.87
85 It is interesting that none of the women I interviewed knew of any formal statistics kept by their
firms of the type that this article focuses on. This does not mean that they or their firms were not
aware of what was going on in their practice group at a particular point in time. It does mean that
the firms cannot track progress over a period of time.
86 I was also one of the 20 women First Chairs in 2010, based upon my role as co-lead counsel in a trial
which settled at trial.
87 See, e.g., Joan C. Williams, The 5 Biases Pushing Women Out of STEM, Harvard Business Review,
March 24, 2015, https://hbr.org/2015/03/the-5-biases-pushing-women-out-of-stem This article
summarizes research which included in-depth interviews with 60 female scientists and a survey
of 557 female scientists. “Two-thirds of the women interviewed, and two-thirds of the women
surveyed, reported having to prove themselves over and over again—their successes discounted, their
expertise questioned.”
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In formulating the questions for my interviews, I wanted to explore both the positives and
negatives of these women’s experiences. I also wanted to be informed but not limited by my
personal experience. The following is what I learned.

1. GENDER BIAS
The interviews revealed that some of the partners had experienced the same type of gender bias
that was identified in the 1995 Glass Ceilings Report.
This included clients dismissive of ideas coming from women and clients unwilling to take a
“chance” on women lead trial counsel in high-risk cases (litigation funders were identified as one
such type of client). Examples also included mentors who did not think you could really be a
First Chair, and internal criticism of the partner as “outspoken.”
One partner reported that she had not experienced gender bias.

2. MENTORING
Mentoring is a word that can have multiple meanings. Mentoring can simply be service as a
formal or informal advisor to young lawyers. But my definition requires that a mentor at least
provide you with work, teach you how to do the work, give you responsibility, and serve as a
sounding board. In my personal experience, mentors groomed me for partnership. When it was
my turn to mentor, it was my turn to groom associates for partnership.
By and large, the women I spoke with have similar definitions. Mentoring for this group
included senior lawyers who provided opportunities, taught you how to be a trial lawyer, let
you run with a case, and were available for consultation. Mentoring also included practice
group leaders who put you in front of clients. Mentoring includes helping lawyers navigate
firm politics and manage their time effectively. While my sense was that these women were
committed to being mentors, their experience as mentees was not uniformly happy. One
woman spoke of a mentor who “turned” on her. Another spoke of a mentor who gave her
opportunities but at the same time made plain that he did not think she could really be a First
Chair. There was also mention of internal firm politics or organizational issues that made
finding a mentor difficult.
Based upon my experience, these bumps in the road are not unusual. But each of these partners
found a solution, by taking actions that included finding new mentors in their current firms,
moving to a new firm, becoming a part of formal and informal networks, and seeking their own
clients.
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3. MOTHERHOOD
Turning to the challenges of being a mother and a trial lawyer, I learned that motherhood was
not the barrier I thought it was, that the partners I interviewed handled associates who were
mothers better than I did, and that improvements in technology were helpful to managing a
career and being a mother. Five of the lawyers I spoke with were both mothers and successful
trial lawyers. These lawyers became mothers at varying times in their careers. Some had their
first child as an associate, others waited until they were partners. At least one worked part time
for a while. Others never stopped full-time practice. Their childcare arrangements varied, with
nannies, grandparents, siblings, and supportive spouses (including one stay-at-home dad) all
in the mix. Each family came to its own conclusion as to how to deal with the demands and
stresses on a mother who is also a trial lawyer. But the takeaway here is that the lawyers and their
families found a way to accommodate these demands and stresses.
I also asked each lawyer about the current perspective of women associates who are or want
to be mothers, and the counsel they provide to these associates. By and large, the lawyers I
interviewed counseled their women associates who wanted to be trial lawyers that they should
not hesitate to have children, but that they needed an effective support system in place and an
understanding spouse. One lawyer observed that the more children you have, the more your
career will be impacted, but, at the same time, three of the women I spoke with had at least
three children.
In terms of part-time work for women lawyers, these partners did not see it as a problem. At
least two said that a lawyer’s part-time status did not affect the nature of the assignments they
were given.
The advancement of technology permitting effective out-of-office work has increased in recent
years, and particularly during the pandemic. Showing up at the office every day is at least
temporarily a thing of the past for both men and women. The partners I interviewed believed
this gave women more flexibility in their practice and made it easier to be a mother.
An issue I discussed with one partner, based upon my personal experience, was the response of
the rest of the trial team to situations where a full- or part-time lawyer who is a mother needs to
deal with an emergency or limit their work time. She responded that today, all associates, male
and female, want work flexibility. The lawyers on her teams are used to working cooperatively
to fill in for mothers in these situations. The team members who are not mothers want the same
flexibility and receive the same flexibility when they have a personal matter to attend to.
Finally, one partner pointed out that men now take paternity leave, which reduces any stigma
attached to women who take maternity leave. However, she also observed that men tend to keep
on working during their leave.
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4. IMPORTANCE OF TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
Every partner I interviewed had an undergraduate degree in science or engineering. There
was general agreement that a technical degree was not necessary unless required by clients.
But several partners said it was helpful with clients and helped them get the case they tried in
2019. Two partners said that it helped with cross-examination and with thinking on your feet
generally during trial.

5. FIRM INITIATIVES AND ORGANIZATION
All of the firms in which the women were partners had some form of diversity and/or career
development initiative. Only one partner could identify any initiative particularly directed to
women who wanted to become First Chairs in patent litigation. While it appeared that practice
group leaders in these firms were mindful of, and collected information relevant to, the issues
raised by my investigation, no one could identify any formal statistics kept by the firm of the
type I sought.
I also questioned the partners about how the structure of the firms might affect the
opportunities given to women striving to be First Chairs in patent litigation. One issue I was
particularly interested in was the degree to which practice group leaders could affect the team
of lawyers put forth to clients in a pitch. In some firms, the lawyer with the client relationship
has the exclusive authority to decide who is to be included in a pitch and what their roles would
be. Practice group leaders stepped in when the lead partner asked for assistance in assembling
a team, or when the opportunity to pitch came directly to the firm or to a partner in another
practice group. In other firms, practice group leaders had more of a role in deciding the lawyers
on a team and their roles. One partner mentioned a pro-active practice group leader who
encouraged her to take on First Chair roles.88
Another structural factor which arose in my interviews was firms which had both salaried nonequity partners and equity partners. In such firms, the partners emphasized the need to have the
non-equity position be treated as a steppingstone to equity partnership and not a dead end.

88 The role of the practice group leader in this regard tends to mirror firm culture. Are clients the
clients of the firm or of individual partners? Or both, depending upon the circumstances? What is
the role of clients in deciding these issues? These complex issues are beyond the scope of this paper,
but they do affect the degree to which a firm as a whole can determine the composition of a trial
team. This culture also affects the significance of women attaining leadership roles in law firms. One
partner observed that in some firms these roles were mainly administrative and that attaining such a
role was not synonymous with power in the firm.
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Several partners mentioned firm partner compensation strategies as helpful to career progress.
In one firm, mentoring of other lawyers was a compensation factor. In a second firm, helping
other partners was a compensation factor.89

6. CONCLUSION FROM INTERVIEWS
On the whole, I found this group of women to be positive about their futures and those of
more junior women patent trial lawyers. It was encouraging to find that motherhood was no
longer the insurmountable barrier to being a trial lawyer. In terms of the attributes contributing
to success, it was obvious that these women had much persistence, determination, and talent. I
also found the same contributing factors mentioned in earlier studies and my own experience.
These included a supportive family structure, the opportunity to get the experience they needed
to qualify to become a First Chair, attracting their own clients, and having a firm structure to
encourage their development as a First Chair trial lawyer. These last three are clearly attributes
which require the cooperation of their firms, or at least some partners in those firms. Law firms
know this. It has been the subject of discussion for at least a decade. Yet, what has been done so
far is clearly insufficient. I will revert to these points when I discuss A Positive Path Forward,
infra at 45-49.

89 Another insight into compensation issues offered by a woman partner who served as a First Chair in
a 2019 patent litigation is found in an article she coauthored. The article discussed the importance
of firm compensation systems to gender equity and how changes made to her firm’s compensation
system, including the elimination of origination credits, both improved business development as
well as the position of women in the firm. Irene Liu, Robin Preble, and Megan Redmond, Strategies
to Help Close IP Law’s Long-Standing Gender Gap, Law360, April 19, 2022, https://www.law360.
com/articles/1483932/strategies-to-help-close-ip-law-s-long-standing-gender-gap I did not have the
opportunity to interview this partner. But an interested reader can find many writings about how
the origination credit can be a barrier to the success of diverse partners. See, e.g., Michelle Banks,
Confronting Origination Credit: Why GC’s Need to Speak UP, Law 360, October 21, 2021, https://
www.law360.com/articles/1423562/confronting-origination-credit-why-gcs-need-to-speak-up
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V. Why Change Is Hard

A. Societal Barriers
Previous studies about women’s progress in the law have not given sufficient attention to the
societal factors affecting the position of all women in the United States. Americans may think
that we live in the greatest country in the world, but that is simply not true for women.
The World Economic Forum, sponsor of the Davos meeting, publishes a yearly Global Gender
Gap Report. The report ranks the countries of the world in four different categories and
provides an overall ranking. The four categories are Economic Participation and Opportunity,
Educational Attainment, Health and Survival, and Political Empowerment.90 Table 4 shows the
ranking for the United States for selected years from 2013-2021.
The chronically disappointing level of, and largely downward trend in, gender equality rank
in the United States is remarkable.91 In particular, the persistent decline in rank for the United
States in Economic Participation and Opportunity underscores the problem that aspiring
women trial lawyers face: the “glass ceiling”. The 2021 report observes that:
“[T]he limited presence of women in senior roles shows a persistent ‘glass ceiling’
is still in place even in some of the most advanced economies. For instance, in the
United States, women are in just 42% of senior and managerial positions…”92

90 https://www.weforum.org/reports/global-gender-gap-report-2021
91 Our overall rank in 2020 was lower than countries including Rwanda, Nicaragua, Cuba, Bulgaria,
and Trinidad & Tobago. While our overall rank improved in 2021, our individual rankings fell in
Economic Participation and Opportunity, Educational Attainment, and Health and Survival.
92 https://www.weforum.org/reports/global-gender-gap-report-2021/in-full/gggr2-benchmarkinggender-gaps-findings-from-the-global-gender-gap-index-2021#1-3-performance-by-subindex
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Category

2013

2016

2020

2021

Economic Participation and
Opportunity

6

26

26

30

Educational Attainment

1

1

3493

36

Health and Survival

33

62

70

87

Political Empowerment

60

73

86

37

Overall

23

45

53

30

Table 4. US rank in Global Gender Gap Report for selected years 2013-2021. The position of the
United States continues to decline.
Source: World Economic Forum Global Gender Gap Report 2021.

The 2021 report concludes that the wait time to achieve gender parity worldwide increased
from 99.5 years to 135.6 years.94 The wait time for North America was determined to be 61.5
years.95 This number is within the range of the 60-89 years I calculated to achieve gender parity
for First Chairs in patent litigation at the current pace of improvement.96
One important requirement for achieving economic gender equality is a legal system that
supports gender equality. Here again we fall short. The legal system in the United States has not
been supportive of that goal. Most recently, Americans were shocked by the Supreme Court
opinion in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization97 where the Court overturned the
constitutional right to abortion set forth by the 1973 Supreme Court decision in Roe v. Wade.98
93 The United States had the same score as the countries ranked 1 to 33. In 2021, the United States had
the same score as the countries ranked 1 to 35.
94 World Economic Forum, Global Gender Gap Report 2021, https://www.weforum.org/reports/global-gender-gap-report-2021/digest
95 Id.
96 Similar unsatisfactory results on gender equity in the United States are found in the World Bank Report “Women Business, and the Law 2021," https://wbl.worldbank.org/en/reports The report ranks
190 countries according to the laws in eight areas. These are mobility, workplace, pay, marriage,
parenthood, entrepreneurship, assets, and pension. The top score is 100. The United States ranked
a dismal 37th among the countries in the world with a score of 91.3. Id. The five countries directly
ahead of us are Kosovo, Mauritius, Albania, Cyprus, and Taiwan/China.
97 No. 19-1392 (U.S. June 24, 2022).
98 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
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The result of this decision is a major setback for women’s healthcare.
Further, “unlike nearly all other industrialized nations, the US does not have national standards
on paid family or sick leave, despite strong public support.”99
Finally, women have endured a decades-long unsuccessful struggle to put an Equal Rights
Amendment in the United States Constitution.100 Eighty-five percent of the member countries
of the United Nations have an equal rights amendment in their constitutions. But the United
States remains an outlier.101
You might be wondering what all of this has to do with the progress of women trial lawyers.
It matters because it affects the way that men and women are raised and educated, and the
way the society we inhabit works. Although law firms offer generous benefits and tout their
commitment to diversity, in the world at large, lawyers live in a country that tolerates a greater
degree of gender inequality than that tolerated in many other countries in the world.
A recent example of how societal factors impact women lawyers is the degree of burnout
experienced by women lawyers during the COVD-19 pandemic. On May 26, 2021, at a New
York City Bar Association program entitled "Women Leaving the Law During COVID-19;
Why Is It Happening and How Do We Fix It?" panelist Vivia Chen reported that a survey
showed that 35% of women in the law were thinking of leaving the profession and observed that
mothers of school-age children were particularly affected by the burden of home schooling.102
Long-term societal tolerance of entrenched gender inequality inevitably results in “bias in the
air,” or implicit bias:
“Implicit bias is often defined as being prejudiced or unsupported judgments in
favor of or against one thing, person or group compared to another in a way that is
usually considered unfair. This kind of bias occurs automatically as the brain makes
judgments based on past experiences, education and background.”103
99 KFF Women’s Health Policy Fact Sheet, Paid Leave in the U.S., December 17, 2021, https://www.
kff.org/womens-health-policy/fact-sheet/paid-leave-in-u-s/
100 House Oversight Committee Press Release, Maloney and Speier Unveil Resolution Recognizing the
Equal Rights Amendment as the 28th Amendment, January 27, 2022, https://oversight.house.gov/
news/press-releases/maloney-and-speier-unveil-resolution-recognizing-the-equal-rights-amendment-as
101 Id.
102 The Chen report was consistent with a 2021 article in The Wall Street Journal addressing women
in the workforce generally. The article reported that 3.5 million mothers living with school-age
children left the active work in March to April 2020. For many, this became permanent. By January
2021, there were 1.4 million fewer women actively working as compared to January of 2020. Joann
S. Lublin, At Some Firms, a Push to Bring Mother’s Back, Wall Street Journal, September 27, 2021, at
R1.
103 Office for Institutional Equity and Diversity, North Carolina State University, Why We
Must Understand & Address Implicit Bias, September 13, 2019, https://diversity.ncsu.edu/
news/2019/09/13/why-we-must-understand-and-address-implicit-bias-2/
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Implicit bias affects the behavior of everyone in the firm, as well as clients, judges, and juries.
It is not enough to prohibit explicit bias. Gender equality in the law firm will not be achieved
unless firms keep gender equality issues at the forefront of the minds of those who have the
power to end gender inequality. Those people are law firm equity partners.

B. Barriers Created by the Structure of Law Firms
Law firms are structured as equity partnerships. Equity partners control the firm. Even if
management is delegated to a committee or committees or non-lawyers, the people on those
committees and to whom non-lawyers report are equity partners. The pay of equity partners is
determined at the end of the year and is wholly dependent on firm profits. In a corporation, if
the company loses money, the executives still get paid. In a law firm, if there are no profits, the
equity partners do not get paid. Biglaw firms typically do not need to worry about no or even
low profits.
But these firms are obsessed with profits. Statistics about profitability are reported publicly,
and those statistics are important determinants of a firm’s stature. Moreover, the days when
law firm partners typically spent their careers in one firm are long gone. Partners with books of
business are mobile. If a firm’s profits drop or fail to keep up with rising trends in the industry,
restless partners will consider leaving. A significant number of departing partners can lead to the
collapse of a firm. And if a firm is looking for lateral partners, high profitability will make that
firm a more attractive home.
Obviously, income is a key component of profitability. While firms are increasingly accepting
fee engagements not based on hourly billing, firms carefully track the billable hours of lawyer
timekeepers, including both partners and associates. The emphasis on billable hours interferes
with mentoring and ally activities.
The number of hours billed to client is considered in setting the compensation of both partners
and associates. Frequently there are firm requirements for a specific number of billable hours
for each group. In a firm with high billable hours requirements for partners, partners may avoid
delegating work to a junior lawyer who would benefit from the experience and instead do the
work themselves to pump up their hours The mentoring required from partners to attend to
the professional growth of junior lawyers is sometimes time consuming. That time cannot be
billed to clients.
Another barrier to lawyer training is client resistance to having junior lawyers on their team.
Some clients are upfront in stating that they do not want to pay for lawyer training. Pushing
back on that notion requires client dialog, which partners may avoid for fear of annoying
clients.104
104 I discussed many of these aspects of mentoring in my 2014 article, Patricia A. Martone, Reflections on One Woman’s Legal Career and the Critical Importance of Mentors, New York
Intellectual Property Law Association Bulletin, Oct.-Nov. 2014, p. 12, http://www.nyipla.org/

images/nyipla/Documents/Bulletin/2014/OctNov2014Bulletin.pdf
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Engaging with clients to promote more junior lawyers on the team is something many partners
have always avoided. But increased competition has made such engagement even less attractive
to partners. Patent litigation is a lucrative practice, and it is widely recognized that competition
has become intense.105 Five of the six women I interviewed agreed that competition had
increased. One woman described the competition as “fierce.”
Competition also means that law firms will not want to propose, or clients accept, a team led by
anyone other than a standout experienced trial lawyer. Yes, an increasing number of clients want
a diverse team, but that does not necessarily mean a diverse lawyer in the lead. In the end, it’s all
about winning.
A final impediment to gender equality particularly affecting women who want to be mothers
is the rigid timeline of career progression in law firms. In most firms the partnership track for
associates runs from about eight to 10 or more years. Kirkland & Ellis recently made news
when it shortened its track to nine years.106 During these years a lawyer who wants to become
a partner needs to walk a well-trodden path of increasing responsibility, more sophisticated
work, more client contact, and last but not least, crushing hours. Taking maternity leave, a
longer leave of absence or working part time can disrupt this progression. Partners similarly
have their own progression, but it is not as rigid as the path to partnership. Lawyers can practice
for 40 years or more. In my case it was 47 years. We should not be squandering legal talent and
experience because a lawyer needs to get off track for a while. They should be able to come back
and move up. But it is very hard to fit such a model into the current law firm structure.

105 See, e.g., Patricia A. Martone, Declining Student Interest in Patent Law Reflects Declining Job Opportunities: How the Weakening of the United States Patent System Weakened the Patent Profession
(2018), Cybaris®: Vol. 9: Iss. 2, Article 6.
106 Joe Patrice, Kirkland Shortens Partnership Track…Will Anyone Else Follow? Above the Law ( December 2, 2021), https://abovethelaw.com/2021/12/kirkland-shortens-partnership-track-will-anyoneelse-follow/
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VI. A Positive Path
Forward

A. Actions Needed
While clients and judges have a role, my recommendations are focused on equity partners in law
firms. In making these suggestions, I assume that firms already have zero tolerance for explicit
acts or expressions of bias against diverse lawyers. I assume that firms have employees, including
chief diversity officers, responsible for diversity initiatives by the firm and its practice groups,
and diversity committees which include equity partners. I also assume that law firms offer paid
family/maternity leave for both women and men.
But this is clearly not enough. We have seen the economic pressures on equity partners of everescalating firm profitability goals, billable hours requirements, competition among firms, and
client demands. Those same partners, like the rest of us, unconsciously bring into the workplace
implicit biases, including those related to gender discussed earlier. Moreover, what are called
“diversity efforts” are not popular activities among partners.
In a recent column, Vivia Chen of Bloomberg News reported on a survey of nearly 1200 “high
performing lawyers” conducted by Thomson Reuters entitled “Stellar Performance: Skills and
Progressions 2021 Mid-Year Survey.”107 “Diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) work ranked as
one of the least-desirable non-billable activities, with 73% of respondents reporting that they
"don’t have or want” DEI responsibility or would like to “drop” it entirely.”108

107 Vivia Chen, Bloomberg News, Top Performing Lawyers Dread Diversity Work, Study Finds, December 3, 2021, https://news.bloomberglaw.com/us-law-week/top-performing-lawyers-dread-diversitywork-study-finds
108 Id.
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Reluctance by equity partners to participate in DEI activities is the death knell to achieving
diversity, equity, and inclusion. Equity partners control all activities related to working on
matters, including which lawyers work on them, the assignments given to those lawyers, and the
nature of their client contact. Equity partners have the skill set and experience needed to train
junior lawyers. Equity partners clearly constitute the foundation for any meaningful DEI effort.
In her column, Vivia Chen concludes that meaningful progress on DEI efforts cannot be
achieved unless DEI is incorporated into partner compensation structures. The 2021 Inclusion
Blueprint Report agrees.
The press release describing the highlights of the report states:
Data shows firms that undertake the following inclusion practices are much more
likely to achieve the average and above-average diversity representation thresholds
outlined in the Inclusion Blueprint than firms that don’t. The top six practices
include: 1) The firm specifically asks what each partner has done to contribute to
diversity and inclusion at the firm and/or in their practice group during the annual
compensation review process. 2) Partner compensation is impacted by meaningful
contributions, or lack thereof, to diversity and inclusion. 3) Practice group leader
compensation is impacted as a result of positive or negative diversity headcount
or inclusion efforts within their group. 4) The firm’s performance review and
compensation criteria and procedures for associates are written and available to all
lawyers. 5) The firm’s performance review and compensation criteria and procedures
for partners are written and available to all lawyers. 6) The firm is Mansfield Rule 109
Certified or in the process of attempting to become certified.110
Based upon my personal experience and my investigation, I concur. DEI efforts must affect
partner compensation in a meaningful way. It may be hard. Indeed, the Inclusion Blueprint
Report posits a list of desirable actions specifically labeled the “Do Something Hard Pledge,”111
but there will be no meaningful movement forward unless partners’ pay is determined in part
on their participation and performance in DEI activities. Money will keep partners mindful of
their need to expend real positive effort on DEI.

109 The Mansfield Diversity Rule is described supra at 16-17.
110 Diversity Lab, Inclusion Blueprint Findings Reveal Top Inclusion Actions & Practices That Contribute
to greater Law Firm Diversity, 1 (Dec. 15, 2021), https://www.diversitylab.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/2021-Inclusion-Blueprint-Champions-Findings-Press-Release-15Dec2021.pdf
111 For 2022, that challenge includes: “(1) providing 50 hours of billable credit for diversity, equity, and
inclusion (DEI) contributions; (2) linking partner and/or practice group leader compensation to
DEI; and (3) conducting pay and origination credit equity gap analyses for partners. The practice
group actions include: (1) providing matter credit to underrepresented lawyers for originating or
expanding work; (2) staffing client teams with at least 50% underrepresented lawyers who have direct
access to clients; and (3) committing to an Ally Action Pledge.” Id.
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Let me be more explicit about what I mean by partner DEI efforts. It is far more than being an
advisor. It means true mentoring. For example, the “Doing Something Hard” Pledge includes
committing to an Ally Action Pledge—a structured form of mentoring.112 It will be difficult to
fairly implement the Ally Action Pledge unless there is a robust system of training for all lawyers
in place. When I say training, I mean the good-old-fashioned training by equity partners that I
and the women I interviewed received and then provided.
The path to being a First Chair begins at the associate level. For associates, adequate training
means a) accompanying senior lawyers to depositions, courtroom arguments and trials
and handling related assignments that allow you to learn from experience, b) being given
progressively more important work, including speaking roles in Court, c) receiving adequate
feedback and supervision, d) client contact, e) helping to prepare for and being taken on client
pitches, and f) partners monitoring the associates' progress on the established path in their firm
for achieving partner status.
Those partners who have clients who require diverse lawyers on their case must make sure that
these lawyers are given meaningful roles and are not treated as tokens. DEI initiatives need to be
substantive, and not just window-dressing.
Clients do not want to pay for time spent by lawyers on training. Internal conferences between
lawyers are particularly vulnerable to criticism, even though in my experience they increase case
efficiency and lawyer performance. Firms need to assign appropriate non-billable codes to these
activities for both partners and associates and count these hours as billable for compensation
purposes.
Firm staff, including nonpracticing lawyers, can effectively monitor some of the progress of
associates for purposes of staffing, and partners can consult with these staff members when
searching for associates on their matters. Firms can also have attorney-training programs
separate from work on cases. But partners cannot be permitted to offload their responsibilities
to staff. Group classes by professional trainers have their value, but they cannot replace one-onone mentoring by partners.

112 This pledge requires a majority of partners in a practice group "to advocate for and champion at
least one diverse associate or junior partner by: Actively managing their workload to ensure they
receive career-enhancing and skills-building work that will help them advance; Introducing them to
at least 3 partners who will help expand their client relationships and/or work opportunities; and
Introducing them to at least 3 client contacts who will support their efforts to gain career-enhancing work and/or business generation and credit." Diversity Lab, Inclusion Blueprint Guide Practice
Groups 11 (Dec. 2020), https://diversitylab.app.box.com/s/szpmc0m94ah7c588e06u8ih8bqk9im5r
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Further, firms need policies in place that mitigate the inherent tendency of partners to work
with the same associates all the time. Based upon my personal experience, the observation in
the 1995 Glass Ceilings Report that partners tend to gravitate towards working with junior
lawyers who remind them of themselves rings true even today. While these relationships can
be gratifying to the participants and pleasing to clients, if there is no oversight of associate
assignments, the result can be a class of lawyers who are ignored. This means uneven skill sets
across the associate population, frustrated and burnt-out lawyers, and higher associate attrition.
Given the huge investments firms are making in their lawyers, firms ought to see lawyer training
as a plus for the firm’s bottom line.
Firms cannot stop paying attention to mentoring, training, and client opportunities for diverse
lawyers who become partners. Once a lawyer becomes a partner, the need for professional
growth never stops. This means senior partners teaching junior partners about the business of
law firms and attracting and handling clients. This also means providing junior partners Second
Chair opportunities at trial (making sure to include diverse lawyers in jury as well as bench
trials), and when the time is right, promoting them to clients as able First Chairs.
When opportunities do arise to pitch for new business, and the firm has the opportunity to
propose a First Chair, practice group leaders should have a say in who is on the proposed team,
and who is proposed to serve as First Chairs. Encouragement from practice group leaders was
cited positively by one of the women First Chairs who I interviewed.
Finally, firms need to be more flexible about billable hours requirements and a lawyer’s need to
slow down for a period of time. I am familiar with those who argue that firms need to reduce
annual billable hours. I believe this is unrealistic for trial lawyers and those in other practices as
well. From my personal experience, preparing for and being on trial is a 24/7 experience.
Partners have no control over the demands of judges and the actions of adversaries. Trials get
postponed and rescheduled. I had one experience where our trial team was already in Los
Angeles for a trial when the judge postponed it for months. I had another trial delayed because
of the death of an expert witness.
But, once a trial has been completed, lawyers should have some downtime to decompress,
without worrying that their career is at risk. Real time off. And a period of a more normal
workday that permits dinner with the family.
A similar need for firm flexibility arises when a lawyer, particularly a woman lawyer, takes
paid family leave, slows down on billable hours, works part time, or even leaves the practice
for a while. Lawyers at all levels, including partners, may need to step back from their career
for a time. There is too much rigidity about being “off track,” and too much confusion about
whether on track actually means off track. Once again, over rigidity can lead to wasted talent
and more attrition.
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Meaningful efforts on DEI actions is doing the right thing. But in my experience, over the long
term these efforts can also be profit enhancing. The economics of Biglaw mean that there is a
direct correlation between the delegation of more work to associates and higher profits. When
every associate is properly trained and operating at the peak of that lawyer's abilities, they can
contribute more to clients and to the firm’s bottom line. Partners can spend less time redoing
the work of associates, make clients happier, and experience less stress and aggravation. And the
positive energy developed means less attrition of valuable firm lawyers.

B. Tracking Needed
Some firm-wide tracking mechanisms for equity partners relevant to compensation include a)
accounting for hours billed to mentoring and training, b) partner compensation questionnaires
asking for details on DEI efforts, lawyers that the partner has helped, and other partners who
helped the partner filling out the form, and c) upward reviews by associates on issues related to
mentoring and training.
In terms of the success of DEI efforts, special focus needs to be placed on women attorneys who
are already partners. Practice groups must track and report internally over time the number
of women who have achieved First Chair status and calculate the percentage of women First
Chairs among patent litigation partners and all First Chair patent litigation partners. Ideally,
this will be done both in terms of First Chair responsibility in pending litigation and First Chair
responsibility at trial. These will not be reports that can be prepared by HR. As shown by my
analysis of women First Chairs at trial using Lex Machina data, judgments will need to be made
by practice group leaders. The resulting reports should be at minimum shared with all partners
in the relevant practice group, firm diversity personnel, and firm management.
Practice group leaders also need to be mindful of ensuring that women partners have the
opportunity to go to trial, including jury trials.113 The focus should be on patent litigation
trials. But any trial would be helpful, including in pro bono cases.
In the ideal world, it would be great if firms could take their data and give it to an organization
like Diversity Lab for compilation and publication. But that is highly unrealistic. First of all,
firms are obviously guarded about release of the information they track. Otherwise, Diversity
Labs would already be reporting such data. Second, differences in practice groups and structure
across firms may make it difficult to compare and aggregate data reported by firms.

113 Obviously, these actions also need to be taken for all underrepresented lawyers.
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For now, I believe analyzing Lex Machina data as I have outlined is the best way of tracking the
number and percentage of women First Chairs in patent litigation on a nationwide basis. I hope
that firms114 and/or organizations will take up the challenge of completing such an analysis
yearly and sharing it publicly.
In closing, my message to law firms is “Do the Right Thing.” It will redound to the firm’s
benefit as well as to the benefit of diverse lawyers. Recruiting and retaining high-quality, highperforming lawyers is essential to a firm’s success. DEI efforts will only enhance the quality of
the firm, its lawyers, and its services.

114 This analysis is also helpful in seeing which of your competitor firms went to trial in a particular year.
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